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The "Sun" ran a daily series of success-story articles on 
MeIb's expanding city-suburbs e.g. Broadmeadows, Keilor, 
Moorabbin, Heidelberg & Nunawading. Written in breath-
less journalese with such phrases as "bursting progress", 
"population explosion", ''rapid growth" & "leaping prices" 
(of land —doubled, trebled & quadrupled since the War), 
with unconscious irony, most were illustrated by aerial 
photos of endless, oozing, creeping acres of "street after 
street of neat timber & brick houses & huge industrial con-
cerns", where once were only "rolling cow paddocks". Cr 
Pope of Broadmeadows, "bubbling with optimism", burst out 
with +hc: "We  are just beginning. We have only scratched 
the surface". 
Q Mr R L Hodgkison, a graduate of the SA Institute of 
Technology has been awarded the RAIA 1961 Silver Medal 
for being the outstanding student of architecture in Aust-

ralia. g 110 columns, spaced +o avoid six electric railway tracks 
linking Central & Museum r'Iwy stations, will support a five 
deck, 900 car parking bldg in Goulburn St Sydney. Drivers 
will park their own cars, entering from one street & leaving 
by another. Kevin Curtin & Assoc, archts; Hutcherson Bros 
Pty Ltd, bldrs. Cost £700,000. Design, supply & erection of 
precast conc components by Conc. Industries (Aust) Ltd. 
Q The "Herald" recorded that MeIb's inner suburbs, e.g. 
Melb (City), Collingwood, Fitzroy, Port Melb, Prahran & 
Richmond lost 25,000 people over the last 20 years. Churches 
& football teams in these areas are finding it difficult to 
maintain membership figures. 
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Humdrum home units for War Widows at Nundah, Q'land: A 
"free-form" flower bed by the front door & a feminine little 
balcony balustrade — no better & no worse than many other 
housing schemes, this is, unfortunately, a true expression of 
the spirit of our time. R Voller, archi. 
(J In Q'land, despite the use of over 60 architects in private 
practice, the State Works Dept is still unable to complete 
drawings for some 1960-61 projects because of a shortage of 
arch'I staff. 23 new members were added over the past year 
(during which the total no. of archts graduating from all 
Australian universities was 74, 15 more than the previous 
year) but the Dept finds it difficult to lure the young hope-
ful from private enterprise. See C-S No. 106, Aug '61 (2nd 
page) for some of the reasons why. But for the socially-con-
scious grad. looking for wide experience the slogan would 
seem to be Go North young man! 

Hobart C Ccl, on the recommendation of the City 
Architect (Mr B L Dechaineaux), will seek Gov't approval of 
an amendment to bldg regs which will permit erection of 
bldgs twice as high as street frontage width. Present height 
limit of 80 ft may be increased to 132 ft. The H C C town 
planning committee approved construction of an 8-storey 
bldg with a roof-top restaurant, for the Scottish Union & 
National Insurance Co, to rise to a height of 96 ft. (Hartley, 
Wilson & Bolt, archts). 

December I, 1961. 

The canopy of this block of shops & offices at Bondi Junc-
tion (N.S.W.) is of folded plate r. conc construction. The 
cantilever is loft and the conc. is 21" thick with }" w-proof 
render. Sumps were set at the junctions of the ridges & 
valleys & the water is collected in a concealed copper gutter 
under the upstand beam. Compare the neat lettering on 
the ground floor with the sad mixture of styles & techniques 
on the upper 2 floors, & note how restless even a very 
orderly window-wall can become once the commercial 
necessities of a neon sign, an air-conditioner, venetian blinds 
and potted plants are installed. 
Cyril Smith, architect; Miller, Milston & Ferris, str. engineers; 
Marshall Smith and Voss, mechanical engineers; Vatta & 
Breda, bldrs. 
5 Refreshing news that one Australian city is to reduce tire 
overhead clutter that increases Australia's ugliness. All 
overhead wiring in Perth's central city block will be replaced 
by underground installations before next year's C'wealth 
Ga mes. 
¶ RAIA Gold Medal has been awarded to Mr Laybourne-
Smith, of Woods, Bagot, Laybourne-Smith & Irwin (Adelaide), 
for distinguished service to architecture in Australia. 
(J Nat'l Devi. Commission announced appointment of Mr 
Walter Bunning of Bunning and Madden, & Mr T E O'Mahony 
(Syd) as architects for the new National Library. 
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One of those bland & misleadingly simple bldgs that make 
the least of opportunities for expression of purpose or local-
ity, the Q'land Cricketer's Club at Wooloongabba Cricket 
Ground, offers no eaves overhang or sun protection to its 
windows. R D Franklin, archi. 



& Information Bureau; 

When in Canberra do as the tourists do: go to the 
National Academy of Sciences on visitor's day, circumnavi-
gate its prehensile arches, observe its inner sanctum at the 
regulation rope-controlled distance; gaze in awe at the 
National War Museum, majestic, Sphinx-like, contemplating 
its incompleted vista, & spare a glance for the Houses of 
Parliament, that quaintly edible-looking piece of arch.' 
confectionery. Do the Embassies, including the recently-
completed Japanese Embassy which essays a futile attempt 
at making East meet West on agreeable arch.' terms. Then, 
having become giddy with driving the circuits at 33 1/3 or 
78 rpm, strike off at a tangent long enough to give the 
following bldgs some critical attention: 
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Russell Hill offices, a group of identical blocks eventually 
to be disposed satellite-wise about the American War Me-
morial. The facade pattern of projecting & recessed granite 
panels (cf. Saarinen's U.S. Embassy in Oslo) looks fine in 
close-up, but at any considerable distance the Canberra 
sunlight cancels the effect and the overall impression is 
drab and grim. Nor does the carefully contrived visual 
separation of roof from walls lighten the solemn bulk of 
elevations undifferentiated with respect to orientation. 
Buchan, Laird & Buchan, cons. archts for NCDC. Civil & 
Civic, contractors for the first four bldgs of the project, 
cost £2.4 million. 
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Civic Centre: Square & Offices—a bit barren now, but with 
the addition of a coat-of-arms (by Lenore Bass) over the 
entrance to the northern bldg, a statue of Ethos—the 
Spirit of the Community (by Tom Bass), the growth of 
Chinese elms, & completion of the enclosure by an auditor-
ium on the west side, the Square promises to be a rewarding 
achievement in urban design — an outdoor space animated 
by people, water, sculpture & trees. Perhaps too much of 
the floor is occupied by water, preventing meandering & 
diagonal circulation of pedestrians. 

The Civic Offices are handsome & gay, but the closely-set 
mullions of white quartz flicker as the eye moves across +hem, 

a most irritating optical illusion. The arcade is too high to 
give much feeling of shelter & though the gilt mosaic-faced 
columns add an occasional sparkle in the sun, they show how 
rapidly the Espresso-bar style has penetrated the Aussie 
ethos. There is as yet no new space in Canberra to equal in 
rhythm charm & climatic suitability the arcades of the old 
shopping centre (photo below), whose Florentine Renaissance 
revivalism has (with the exception of the clumsy centre-
piece) worn well. For the Civic Centre, Yuncken Freeman, 
archts; W L Irwin & Assoc, str engrs; Concrete Constructions 
(Canberra) Pty Ltd. 

The spire of the Holy Trinity Memorial Church is only 68 ft 
high but it dcminate:, the suburban surroundings without 
being grandiose, & gives to Canberra one of those minor 
focal points without which any artificially planned city lacks 
urban texture & richness of visual character. (Canberra's 
creator, Walter Burley Griffin, would surely have delighted 
in Vista-Vision, Cinerama & Todd A-O). The church is roofed 
with asb cement shingles & at the centre of each side a 
projecting spout discharges rainwater into garden pools. In-
ternal finishes are spare but warm — grey cement block & 
natural Mountain Ash. Cost £25,500. This bldg should win 
many awards. Grounds, Romberg & Boyd, archts (partner-in-
charge, F Romberg); John Connell & Assoc, str engrs; Civil 
& Civic, bldrs. 
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This mosque for the Muslim community of the National 
Capital unites traditional motifs e.g. minaret, dome & court-
yard in a simple & dramatic composition. The 60 ft high 
minaret is an all-welded steel tube structure covered with 
metal sheet, with a polyester fibre half-moon crescent. The 
16 ft diam. dome is a monolithic structure in polyester 
fibre, supported on an angle iron compression ring. Finishes 
throughout are low cost & refreshingly brutal — fair-face 
conc block, Tyrolean plaster, off-form conc, painted corr iron 
ceiling within the mosque & wall-to-wall electrically heated 
carpet. Rainwater spouts from the lower roof around the 

• 



Town House Motel 

court-yard have chains attached to direct falling water into 
ground sumps. The archts claim: time of erection—planned 
26 weeks, actual 20 weeks; cost—tender £16,559, final cost 
£16,559. The bldg is designed for 100 worshippers. Gerd & 
Renate Block (Melb), archts; W L Irwin & Assoc, str engrs; 
J Larke Pty Ltd, bldr; Parks & Gardens Section, Canberra, 
landscaping. 

Predictably, this restaurant is called Noah's. Once recovering 
from the Disneyland aesthetic implied in giving a contemp-
orary-actual land-bound bldg a Biblical-mythical sea-going 
character, this is quite an enjoyable little container & the 
horizontal strip of windows with wide over-and-under-hang 
gives a pleasant glare-free interior. The doors for going in 
two-by-two according to the story, seem shaped to suit the 
original Ark's inhabitants rather than the Canberra corps. 

Reception Area 

The architect's preference for horizontal lines & trapezoidal 
forms is also seen in the adjacent 68 unit Town House Motel, 
particularly in the reception area. (The fountain is only a 
photo-mural of Civic Square). Interior partitions in Noah's 
are carved out of 3 in thick solid red-gum boards with an 
oxy-acetylene torch. Readers of the Italian glossies "Domus" 
& "Casabella" will appreciate if. Dr. Enrico Taglietti, archt; 
Quigan, Gam & Sellick, str engrs; Flamia Construction Co, 
bldrs. 
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This is a model of the new Court House for Canberra. 
Constr, rc floors, load-bearing brick walls, stone facing & 
long span roof trusses supported clear of the walls on a 
colonnade of steel columns. Court rooms, judge's chambers 
& associated rooms will be air-conditioned, remainder of bldg 
centrally heated with h w coils in floors & mechanically 
ventilated. Cost £302,000, Yuncken Freeman, archts; 
Clements-Langford (Canberra) Pty Ltd, bldrs. 
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This is a model of the proposed £21 mill office group to be 
built in Hobart Place, Canberra by Civil & Civic. The bldg 
in the right-hand background is for T & G (Stephenson & 
Turner, archts) with a variation on the theme of panelled 
elevations, (compare also the South British Insurance bldg 
in Melb, Bates, Smart & McCutcheon, archts; & the Russell 
Hill offices in Canberra); the bldgs on the left foreground & 
the central high block perched on absurd Neimeyer-like 
stilts are examples of Civil & Civic's design work, & the 
bldg in the right foreground is the E S & A bank (Stuart 
McIntosh, archt, the only one of the group apparently to 
give serious consideration to the functional & visual use of 
horizontal sun-screens, The additional between-floor short 
lengths of screen at each corner have some justification in 
giving additional protection to small offices that face two 
external walls, but their admitted purpose is to give emphasis 
to the bldg's edges so that it no longer looks like an arbitrar-
ily confined portion of endlessly repetitive identical bays. The 
penthouse of the bank has set the style for those on the two C 
& C bldgs, & unfortunately the consequences have been dis-
astrous to the skyline. Two smaller offices bldgs behind the 
E S & A bank are by archt Harry Seidler. 

Obtained from the International Union of Architects, 
these figures suggest comparisons that may be both interest-
ing & misleading. The architect's number is that of 
"qualified" arch+s & standards for qualification vary consid-
erably from country to country. No indication is available 
as to how many of these qualified archts are actually in 
practice—for instance in Denmark, with a high ratio of 
architects per 100,000 pop'n many are employed in allied 
pursuits e.g. furniture design. Probably the most interesting 
comparison between countries would be the ratio of the 
value of building directed by architects to the tofal bldg 
activity of the country, & the value of bldg produced per 
architect. Such figures would give some indication of arch'I 
influence & arch'I efficiency. 
COUNTRY TOTAL POP'N 	No. ARCHTS PER 

100,000 POP'N 
U. K. 49.0 mill. 	 38.7 
Denmark 4.6 	11 	 34.0 
Australia 10.5 	 33.4 
N.Z. 2.4 	 29.2 
Norway 3.6 	11 	 29.0 
W. Germany 53.0 	 22.6 
France 42.8 	 19.6 
Sweden 7.6 	 17.5 
Canada 18.1 	11 	 13.8 
Italy 49.5 	 12.1 
E. Germany 17.3 	„ 	 10.4 
S. Africa 14.7 	„ 	 10.2 
U.S.A. 181.9 	„ 	 7.6 
Japan 93.4 	„ 	 7.5 

Civil 	& 	Civic Pty Ltd, 	a 	member 	of the 	Lend Lease 
Group of Comp's has produced an attractive public relations 
brochure which lists the company's complete services, includ-
ing architectural design. Half of the brochure is illustrated 
by photos of projects in which Civil and Civic have been 
involved in some way or other (usually as general contractor) 
e.g. Consolidated Zinc, Melb; the Academy of Science, the 
Russell Hill offices, Canberra; the Opera House, Anchor 
House and Lend-Lease House, Sydney. By some oversight 
no architects, consultants or allied contractors are given 
credits for their part in these bldgs, & the brochure may give 
the impression that C & C were responsible for the total job 
organisation & production — which in most cases they were 

not. 
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